the real travel

WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF BELKY
“I WAS WALKING THROUGH THE WOODS, LISTENING TO IT’S
VOICE SINGING. I WAS LOOKING WITH THE JOY IN MY EYES AT THE
BEAUTY. THE BEAUTY THAT GRACED US, THE WONDROUS WORLD
THAT BECKONS – LET’S GO.”
We invite you to Slovakia, to discover the hidden treasure in the heart of Europe.
Slovakia boasts a unique landscape that offers a wealth of unparalleled historical and
cultural heritage, beautiful wildlife, folk art and ever-living folklore with its traditions.
The travel agency BELKY is unique in its character and philosophy based on folklore,
traditions and folk culture.
BELKY brings You unique travel options. Choose from our offer and not only delight
your eyes, but also soothe your soul.

Guided Tours
One Day Excursions
Holiday in Slovakia
BELKY for Companies
Tailored Experience

GUIDED TOURS
THE MOST BEAUTIFUL TOURS AROUND SLOVAKIA
We offer active traveling opportunities in the form of sightseeing tours and excursions,
where, in addition to a classic visit to cultural monuments or natural treasures, you
have the opportunity to try different activities, traditional crafts and experience the real
atmosphere of Slovakia.
Authentic experiences and places á la
Slovakia
Special program “Not just to see it, but to
experience it!”
All entrance fees included
Skilled local tour guides

Unique travel experience
Accommodation, food, transfer
Starting pack, gift
Information materials and a map of the
tour
Insurance

BELKY TOUR
THE BEST OF SLOVAKIA
Travel the length and breadth of the heart of Europe and discover the most interesting
parts from every corner of this beautiful country. For such a small patch of land, you
can surely find anything your heart desires. Beautiful nature, picturesque villages,
modern cities and ancient, magnificent caverns, cultural monuments and historic wine
cellars. Slovakia is a little big country that is worth visiting countless times, because it
can always impress and surprise you with new experience.
Highlights of the tour:
Bratislava
Bojnice
Čičmany
Lomnický Štít
Spišský Castle

Košice
Domica Cave
Špania Dolina
Banská Štiavnica
Kremnica

FOLKLORE & TRADITIONS
A UNIQUE FOLKLORE-THEMED EXCURSION
Meet the real Slovakia through her folklore and folk culture, a true object of pride
of this country. Experience the fascinating folk art and folklore, visit the sites of folk
architecture and enjoy traditional folk shows that will conquer your heart and warm
your spirit. The truly rich and varied program of this excursion is prepared for you by a
team of people who take folk culture as the passion of their lives.
Highlights of the tour:
Čičmany Kežmarok
Terchová
Malá Fatra
Orava Castle
Štrbské Pleso

Pieniny National Park
Ždiar
Banská Bystrica
Špania Dolina

UNESCO TOUR
THE MAGIC OF THE WORLD’S SINGLETONS
Visit unique cultural monuments, natural sceneries and discover the creativity of our
artist recognized by UNESCO World Heritage. Spectacular underground kingdoms
of caverns, ancient cities hosting remarkable monuments, the colorful beauty of
untouched nature, folk art and its impressive creations that will surely take your breath
away.
Highlights of the tour:
Banská Štiavnica Levoča
Hronsek
Špania Dolina
Vlkolínec
Dobšinská Ice Cave
Kežmarok

Spišský Castle
Bardejov
Hervatov
Košice
Ochtinská Aragonite Cave

CASTLES AND CITIES
MAJESTIC WITNESSES OF THE HISTORY
Let’s travel in time to explore the world’s largest owner of castles and chateaux. In
a rather small area, you can see dozens of ruins, monumental castles, magnificent
chateaux and mansions. Most of them built centuries ago, these represent a tangible
testimony of the history as, they stand proudly turn on the tops of the rocky cliffs to
prove their everlasting magnificence.
Walking through these historic sites and tours of the castle´s chambers conjures a
unique experience.

Bratislava Castle
Čachtice Castle
Trenčiansky Castle

Highlights of the tour:
Orava Castle
High Tatras
Spišský Castle

Betliar
Vígľaš Castle
Bojnice Castle

NATIONAL PARKS
ENCHANTING POWER OF NATURE
Escape with us from ordinary busy days and let yourself be enchanted by the beauty
of our natural sights. Put a backpack over your shoulders and we will take you around
hidden scenic treasures that Mother Nature unraveled for us. Slovakia, with its rather
stubby territory, is home to nine national parks and the world’s smallest mountain
range. The lush, forested landscape in the heart of Europe boasts a picturesque, yet
untamed nature full of treasures and rarities that has captured the whole world with its
uniqueness. Enjoy the gorgeous glacial lakes along the hiking trail leading to an alpine
hut, or just stop for a moment let your thoughts wander off to the sounds of mountain
stream in a quiet countryside.

Malá Fatra
High Tatras

Highlights of the tour:
Pieniny National Park
Slovenský Raj

Low Tatras
Belianske Tatras

ONE DAY EXCURSIONS
ONE DAY EXCURSIONS AROUND THE BEST PLACES IN SLOVAKIA
One day excursion is a possibility to explore the best places of Slovakia and local
highlights with a private guide in a short time.
It´s suitable for all tourists who come to Slovakia and would like to actively spend their
time. Each of our excursions offers a rich program with a visit to the most beautiful and
most interesting places.

INFORMATION ABOUT
EXCURSION
Available all year round
We provide tour guide in the
selected language, special
program, information materials,
entry fees, transfer and insurance
The length of the excursion could
be customized to the client/
group
It the case of interest we may
provide accommodation and
we may combine several day
excursions according to client´s
wishes

HOLIDAY IN SLOVAKIA
HOLIDAYS IN THE MOST CHARMING PLACES IN SLOVAKIA
WHY CHOOSE BELKY PACKAGE HOLIDAY?
“All in One”
The wide range of holiday packages in Slovakia is tailor-made and the packages
contain not only accommodation, meals but also interesting activities and several
entrances to the most interesting places in the country.
What will be appreciated by every client who comes to an unknown country is a
delegate of BELKY, who will be glad to welcome you to the accommodation, acquaint
you with the surroundings and will be ready all the time to advise and assist you.

H I G H TAT R A S

highest mountains of the Carpathians

Author: Tereza Havránková

Looking for a holiday with all attractions in one place? Mountain hiking, unforgettable
natural scenery, wellness, adrenaline activities, but also romance for couples? Enter
Vysoké Tatry, a place right under the majestic shields of the biggest mountains in
Slovakia.
Hight Tatras as the highest mountains of the Central Europe, fascinate visitors with their
majestic shields that touch the sky.
National Park of Hight Tatras is the oldest national park in Slovakia. It consists of the
highest mountain range of the Carpathian curve with its highest peak –
Gerlach (2 655 A.M.S.L.).

B E L I A N S K E TAT R A S
the beauty of Slovak mountain wilderness

Let yourself be shrouded in the beauty of the magnificent Belianske Tatry.
Many hiking enthusiasts claim that the Belianske Tatry is the most beautiful part of the
Vysoké Tatry mountain range. In the summer, there are infinitely long, green forests
and meadows teeming with animal life. On the contrary, in winter, the land becomes
covered in white snow that lets you enjoy the undisturbed views of Belianske Tatry.
Whether you are seeking relaxation or active recreation in nature, Belianske Taty is the
right choice for you. Cycling, skiing, hiking, climbing or stroll along the most famous
Slovak pathway in the trees is a guaranteed uplifter. Among other things, you can taste
the traditional Goral dishes here accompanied by Slovak folk music and atmosphere
conjured by costumes and of folk dances.

L O W TAT R A S

the world of silence and lush forests

Author: Tomáš Lizúch

Low Tatras are the second highest mountain in Slovakia. The view from the Low
Tatras shields will bring Slovakia on your palm. This paradise for ski lovers will take
you directly to the ski slopes for a deserved rest in the Demänovská Valley.
Demänovská Valley is one of the most sought-after places in Slovakia, thanks to a great
number of activities in its surroundings. Just a few kilometres away you can rejuvenate
in the thermal waters of water parks, which provide beneficial effects and also feature
water slides, saunas and other family attractions.
You can take a photo with a tiger, a lion or a bear in a contact ZOO or enjoy an
unforgettable cowboy performance in a western-themed town. There is also a wind
tunnel where you can experience the liberating feeling of free fall, waiting for those
who want to know how does it feels to fly.
There are thousands of challenging hiking trails available to visitors. Winter sports will
also easily find attractions to enjoy. A chairlift to Chopok, the most famous peak of
Nízke Tatry, provides a bird’s-eye view of Slovakia at stunning 2 024 A.M.S.L.

O R AVA

a fairytale land from your bedtime stories

Would you like to revisit the places you remember from your bedtime stories? To
the times when princesses awaited their princes in the high towers? In that case, we
have a fairy-tale land of Orava ready for you. A land intertwined with folk tales and
legends will enchant the heart of every traveler.
Orava´s countryside is truly magical during every season. Orava is yet another Slovak
paradise for tourists, but also for cycling enthusiasts. The picturesque, fairy-tale town
of Orava, the northernmost part of Slovakia catches attention of all people interested
in sports, hiking, wandering through breathtaking countryside, fun water activities, but
also admirers of architecture, history and culture.

M A L Á F AT R A

national park of unusual natural beauty

Author: Damián Macho

Let yourself be surrounded with an atmosphere of the hunt in the hotel at the edge
of the woods right in the heart of Malá Fatra National Park.
It is said that mountain range of Malá Fatra contains the most interesting parts of every
corner in Slovakia. Its’ most remarkable attractions include gorges, ravines, rock reefs
as well as the alluring tourist paths. Malá Fatra is a small tourist paradise that offers
many beautiful hiking opportunities.
Come and take the trail with us through Fatra wilderness, take part in a traditional
hunt and feel the adrenaline flow in your blood.

POLONINY

true atmosphere of wilderness

Spark up your adrenaline and experience untamed wilderness. Follow in the
footsteps of wolves, bears and spend a breathtaking night in the tent under million
stars shining in the primeval beech forests in Europe.
National Park Poloniny is part of the International Carpathian Biosphere Reserve
recognized by UNESCO– the only one in the world to extend over the territories of
three states.
There is “The Dark Sky Park” located on its territory, which is one of Europe‘s darkest
areas in terms of light pollution.
Poloniny will inspire you with the true atmosphere of wilderness.

B R AT I S L AVA
the pearl of Danube

Do you know the borderline between Eastern and Western Europe? No?
Explore it with us!
Bratislava is the capital city clinched between Western and Eastern Europe, a fact
which can be felt clearly when walking through its streets. Situated right in the heart of
Europe, on the banks of the Danube River, it has always been predestined to become
an important business hub and a good place to encounter various cultures. Bratislava,
despite her reputation of one of the newest cities in Europe, takes pride from its
history starting with forgotten Celtic settlements, Roman camps and later spectacular
crowning ceremonies.
Immerse yourself in the buzz of Slovak capital and discover a myriad of attractions,
cultural monuments and various activities it offers.

KOŠICE & TOKAJ

golden treasure of the eastern Slovakia

Do you enjoy wine tasting and exploration of new places? Tease your senses with
an exclusive tasting of world-renown wine made from white raisins. Combine this
experience with a sightseeing tour around the largest monument reserve of Slovakia,
the eastern metropolis of Košice.
Embrace the history in the eastern metropolis of Slovakia, the city of Košice. Explore
the city where Europe’s greatest treasure was found and walk around the historic
center that will inspire your energy.
Tokaj will captivate you with its tranquil, pleasant and wine-soaked atmosphere.
Discover stretching wine cellars where you can test your sommelier spirit and sample
dozens of delicious wines that will instantly charm your senses.
Do not hesitate and join us in savoring the hospitality of eastern Slovakia.

BELKY FOR COMPANIES
Do you have an irreplaceable group of people in your business that you want to reward,
or the business partners you need to make a great impression on?
You are at the right place!
BELKY creative team will prepare any corporate event tailored for your needs. Team
buildings, conferences, corporate celebrations and corporate trips that will make
everyone excited.
We offer a complex organization of company events, including preparation of creative
design, implementation, organization of the event and logistics including transport,
accommodation, activities, programme, catering and all the necessary details of the
event

EVERYTHING IS ALL-INCLUSIVE HERE.
EVERY EVENT IS TAILOR-MADE, UNIQUE AND SPECIAL.

TAILORED EXPERIENCE
Would you like to take a vacation according to your own ideas?
Would you like to organize an unforgettable experience for your friends, colleagues
or family, but are not sure how and what it should be like?
Thanks to our experience, we can not only advise you on choosing the right type of
event, but also provide you with organization of such event.
BELKY creative team will be happy to help you organize any type of event, an
unforgettable bachelor or bachelorette party, an original birthday celebration, a unique
tailor-made holiday, or a journey to follow the trail of your ancestors.

SPECIAL THANKS
To the authors of beautiful
photographs used throughout
this catalogue,
especially:
Damián Macho
Miroslav Sluk
Tereza Havránková
Tomáš Lizúch
Martin Krystýnek
Veronika Nedecká
Ivona Lichá

Unparalleled Travel Agency, which brings You unique travel options. Choose from our
offer and not only delight your eyes, but also soothe your soul.
Slovakia, often referred to as the Heart of Europe, boasts a unique landscape that
offers a wealth of unique historical and cultural heritage, beautiful wildlife, folk art and
ever-living folklore with its traditions.

BELKY TRAVEL AGENCY
B. Němcovej 381/6
927 01 Šaľa, Slovakia
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